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NEW DELHI : The meteorological conditions have been much worse this

year as compared to the 'peak' period last year, said Central Pollution

Control Board (CPCB), with measures like Graded Response Action Plan

(GRAP) and other efforts on the ground helping control the pollution. 

CPCB officials said Delhi actually witnessed a better November with lesser

pollution this year despite both temperatures and mixing height — the

height at which particulate matter disperses — being much worse as

compared to the peak period last year. 

CPCB data shows that in the peak period this year between November 7

and November 12, Delhi's average temperature varied between 21.6 to

23.6 degrees Celsius as compared to 2016 when it was between 22.9 to

26.1 degrees Celsius. This in turn also affected the mixing height which was much lower this year as compared to last year —

therefore trapping particulate matter closer to the ground and reducing wind speed. The mixing height was between 336 to

479 metres this year as compared last year when it ranged between 146 to 618 metres. 
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Dipankar Saha, head of CPCB's air laboratory, said that this in turn also affected the wind speed which varied between 1 to 1.3

m/s this year. Last year, during the peak period between October 30 to November 7 when Delhi witnessed 'severe' pollution

levels, wind speed was between 1 to 3 m/s. 

"The mixing height was much lower this year and the wind speed was very calm. This makes it difficult for particulate matter to

disperse easily and it stays close to the ground. Pollution levels, however, have been controlled this year much better than last

year, largely owing to preventive measures like GRAP and all agencies being more aware and active on the ground," Saha told

TOI.

CPCB data during the same period also showed higher relative humidity this year which reached as high as 75% as compared

to last year when it ranged between 47.8% and 63.3%.


